Image Retrieval

This option is only available for Secured Access (requires a secure login to perform the operation.

Using URL for a Delivery Receipt (DR):

```
http://www.estes-express.com/cgi-dta/pdn100.mbr/output?search_criteria=**&search_type=F&doctype=DR&user_name=##&password=$$
```

Using URL for Bill of Lading (BOL):

```
http://www.estes-express.com/cgi-dta/pdn100.mbr/output?search_criteria=**&search_type=F&doctype=BOL&user_name=##&password=$$
```

** = Enter SEARCH CRITERIA (Estes Express Lines PRO Number)
## = Enter your My Estes USERNAME
$$ = Enter your My Estes PASSWORD

Using XML:
Estes provides a SOAP-based web service for retrieving scanned images.

The WSDL for the web service can be accessed at the following URL:

The WSDL describes the valid operations for the web service.

The schemas used in the WSDL can be accessed at the links below:

Retrieving the image is a two step process.

1. imageCheck
   Request the available images using the PRO number.
   The response gives the available image types - Bill of Lading (BOL) and/or Delivery Receipt (DR).

2. imageView
   Send a 2nd request with the PRO and image type.
   The response contains the image file name and a base64-encoded string representation of the file contents.